Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival

Detailed schedule of events for locations 1 through 15 are available on the back page.
LOCATION

SATURDAY, APRIL 14

06:00 2018 Cherry Blossom Queen Program Night
Admission $5 / Doors open 6:00 p.m. / Program starts 7:00 p.m.

06:30 Kukubri Hayashi: Sound of Japanese Traditional Music
Admission $15 / Doors open 6:30 p.m. / Performance at 7:30 p.m.

08:00 Groove Foundation D’Groove
08:15 Big City Revue
08:30 Haulin’ Oats

09:00 Bonzai/Susuki (Bonza trees/stones) Exhibit
10:00 Bonzai/Susuki (Bonza trees/stones) Exhibit

12:00-12:45 Ikenobo Sogetsu
12:45 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

12:00-12:30 Suio Ryu Iai Kenpō

12:00-12:30 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

01:00-02:00 SF Cherry Blossom Special Performance

01:00-02:00 Kendo Kaikan Hawaii [Martial Arts]

04:00-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

01:00-02:00 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

02:30-03:15 Ikeda Bando [Music]

02:30-03:15 Tokyo Tsuzumi Challenge [Music]

03:00-04:00 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

03:30-04:00 Japanese Pop Music [Music]

04:00-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

05:00-06:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

01:00-02:00 SF Pop Music Band [Performance]

02:00-03:00 Saito Masahiro [Music]

02:00-03:00 Lovely Bodies Performing Group [Performance]

02:30-03:30 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

03:00-04:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

03:30-04:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

04:00-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

04:30-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

05:00-06:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

06:00-07:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

07:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

08:00-09:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

09:00-10:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

10:00-11:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

11:00-12:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

12:00-13:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

13:00-14:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

14:00-15:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

15:00-16:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

16:00-17:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

17:00-18:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

18:00-19:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

19:00-20:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

20:00-21:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

21:00-22:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

22:00-23:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

23:00-00:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

00:00-01:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

02:00-03:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

03:00-04:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

04:00-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

05:00-06:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

06:00-07:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

07:00-08:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

08:00-09:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

09:00-10:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

10:00-11:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

11:00-12:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

12:00-13:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

13:00-14:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

14:00-15:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

15:00-16:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

16:00-17:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

17:00-18:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

18:00-19:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

19:00-20:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

20:00-21:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

21:00-22:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

22:00-23:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

23:00-00:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

00:00-01:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

01:00-02:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

02:00-03:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

03:00-04:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

04:00-05:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]

05:00-06:00 Kendama Challenge by Willow Creek Academy [Game]